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ABSTRACT 

We present a perspective on underwater glider development, presenting three main areas where gliders may be 
improved. These areas include extended range, an increased ability to carry sensors, lower cost, and easier operation. 
We discuss two efforts in our lab to address some of these areas of improvement. First, we present efforts to use 
seawater batteries as an alternate energy source for longer duration glider missions. Second, a Zooglider has been 
developed to sense zooplankton using optical and acoustic sensors. We close with comments on how to advance the 
commercialization of oceanographic instruments developed in an academic setting. 

1. OUR PERSPECTIVE  

The autonomous underwater gliders in use today are the product of a focused ONR effort during the latter 1990s.  
Three groups, University of Washington APL, a collaboration of WHOI and Scripps, and later the Webb Research 
Corporation worked in managed competition to develop small autonomous buoyancy-driven underwater vehicles.  
While competitive, these groups shared results in ONR meetings and reports.  The resulting vehicles were similar in 
form and function (Davis et al., 2003; Rudnick et al., 2004), but differed substantially in technical methods, 
reliability and cost. We have worked with the Spray glider since then (Sherman et al., 2001).  

Initially gliders were used mainly on short missions, often involving deployment or recovery from research vessels 
and often carried only a CTD.  As ranges grew, missions with small-boat deployment and recovery from shore 
became common, substantially reducing operating costs. Chemical, biological and physical oceanographers saw 
advantages to gathering long data series from underwater gliders (Rudnick, 2016) and developed suitable sensors. 
Spray, for example, has transited 680,000 km, often sampling to 1 km depth in missions that covered as much as 
3500 km (Rudnick et al., 2016).  Reliability and performance has improved and Spray has carried an array of 
chemical (nitrate & oxygen), acoustic (ADCP & backscatter), and optical (chlorophyll, backscatter, and plankton 
imaging) sensors in addition to a pumped Sea-Bird CTD.   

The other glider-developing institutions have similar histories.  But despite substantial advantages in ocean 
sampling, the number of gliders in use is still small.  We see two reasons: gliders are difficult to use (refurbishing 
between missions, testing before launch, handling large lithium battery packs, and repair) and they are expensive 
(and suffer losses). 

2. WHAT WE ADVOCATE 

Experience in glider development, glider operations and ocean science convinces us that there are three main areas 
in which gliders could be improved to better serve ocean science and national programs in defense, environmental 
prediction and law enforcement:   

(1) expand glider observational capabilities by extending vehicle range (biofouling may demand a speed increase in 
order to extend range) and payload;  

(2) increase the number and kinds of sensors that underwater gliders can carry; and  

(3) reduce the difficulty and cost to purchase and operate underwater gliders. 

Here “Underwater Gliders” means autonomous underwater vehicles that (a) complete long missions (months, 
megameters) observing the subsurface ocean, (b) navigate, transmit data and are remotely controlled primarily 
through satellites, (c) are small enough to be deployed and recovered by small boats, and (d) are inexpensive enough 
to proliferate and occasionally be lost.  Propeller propulsion could be used to meet these criteria; we take “gliding” 
to be a design choice and include all forms of propulsion.  

Competitive/collaborative organizational structures, like the program that developed gliders or today’s agency 
funding and collaboration inside things like ALPS, have been successful addressing development tasks like (1) and 
(2).  Agencies with broad observational goals and program managers who are adept at selecting performers to reach 



those goals seem most effective at developing tools of broad utility.  But by whatever means, the present 
government-academic partnership has been successful at solving tasks like (1) and (2).  Task (3) involves a 
commercial perspective and small technical markets, like gliders, have not been very successful in converting 
specialty developments built in small numbers by their developers into producing more useable and widely used 
observational tools. 

Here we examine two contemporary projects aimed at objectives (1) and (2) to explore the continuum of developing 
and producing.  The projects showed promise, and technical progress toward useful developments has been made.  
There are, however, large challenges in passing any successes along to the community.   

3. ENERGY SOURCES.  

Increasing glider sampling capabilities and supporting more sensors would benefit by energy sources that are either 
renewable or have greater stored energy per unit mass, volume and drag. Concepts for extracting glider energy from 
wind, surface waves, solar radiation, and the ocean’s thermal gradient have been proposed and some deserve 
research efforts to gauge their utility.  Most of today’s “legacy” gliders are powered by primary (unrechargeable) 
lithium batteries housed inside hulls; these have energy densities around 2 MJ/kg.  Other chemistries may support 
higher energy density, but are unlikely to dramatically improve energy density.  The energy per mass of the 
reactants for the present reactions is not far from the maximum known.  And the existing lithium batteries are 
already near the limit of safety (in fact, there is a real operational cost to using “hazardous material” batteries).  We 
suspect that improvement of self-contained chemical batteries will be slow, but cost may drop rapidly.   

An option that falls somewhere between conventional lithium batteries and energy extraction is the lithium seawater 
battery.  Seawater batteries put electrodes in seawater and use the ocean as electrolyte.  Their greatest advantage 
may be eliminating the need to protect the energy source from pressure and seawater by housing it inside a hull.  
Seawater batteries have higher “effective” energy density because the hull-produced buoyancy to float the energy 
source is a small fraction of the actual battery weight.  Lithium, of course, is capable of large energy release per unit 
mass but is nearly explosive in water. 

Under ONR support, we have explored for use on gliders the prototype lithium seawater batteries made by PolyPlus 
Battery Co.  These batteries use a lithium-metal anode covered by thin windows of a “solid electrolyte” that protects 
the lithium from water but allows electrons and lithium ions produced at the anode to escape.  A cloth-like cathode 
facilitates consumption of dissolved oxygen, producing a battery with a 3.8 V open-circuit voltage and a high 
energy-density near 4MJ/kg, even before the freedom from a pressure case is accounted for. If oxygen is 
unavailable, the battery reaction shifts to hydrolysis of seawater that produces hydrogen and the maximum voltage 
drops to 2.5 V.  

These cells were tested at sea in a test 
fixture mounted on a Spray (Fig. 1). 
Issues examined were: (a) Does pressure 
cycling break the solid electrolyte 
windows as the contained lithium is 
consumed? (b) Does biofouling 
significantly degrade cell performance? 
(c) Will flow past a glider-mounted cell 
flush the electrodes well enough to keep 
the cell from being “polarized” as 
accumulation of reaction products and 
depletion of reactants cause the cell 
voltage to drop? 

Results for questions (a) and (b) were simple.  The anode is robust and was unaffected by pressure cycling from the 
surface to 250-400 m depth, even as lithium was depleted.  Visually, the cells became substantially fouled over 67 
days but, remarkably, the decline of electrical performance was very small.  Figure 2 shows some unidentified 
creatures inhabiting the cells.  The morphologies include strings (left), pillars between electrode and cathode (two on 
the right), carcasses (right), and a barnacle peduncle (“foot”) that extended across a cell, significantly occluding its 
anode/cathode gap (not shown). 

 
Figure 1. Test fixture for PolyPlus cells. Panel (a) is a single cell and 
mounting plate. Panel (b) shows the test fixture on Spray’s stern: a SeaBird 
oxygen sensor at the top of the instrument bay; mounting plate (a) attached 
below Spray’s stern behind a protective fin and ahead of the stabilizer.  



Figure 3 shows a complex cell performance under 
a range of oxygen concentration, O2, and load 
resistances, R.  Voltage, V, is plotted against O2 for 
various values of R.  V is determined by O2 on the 
cathode surface.  Surface O2 is reduced directly by 
lower bulk O2 and indirectly by lower R, which 
increases cell current and oxygen consumption. 
Limited mass transfer causes oxygen consumption 
to reduce surface O2 and V. Figure 3 also shows, 
particularly for R = 1 kΩ , that mass transfer and 
V are lower on ascent because the cell is below the 
hull in the cross-flow wake on ascent.  The 1 kΩ  
plots also show low O2 and heavy loads driving the 
cell into the hydrogen evolution reaction with V ≈  
2.4 V.   

Apparently lithium seawater batteries could 
substantially increase glider range if they could be adequately flushed without increasing vehicle drag too much.  
We were prepared to take up the substantial challenge of housing the seawater batteries so the glider remained 
robust in handling, the batteries were well flushed, and vehicle drag remained low.  Unfortunately, PolyPlus decided 
not to put their seawater battery into production, dashing hopes for more testing or use on operational gliders.   

We note that powering gliders by extracting thermal-energy from the ocean faces a similar problem of achieving 
good heat transfer without inducing excessive drag.    

4. ZOOGLIDER 

Spray is already fairly successful in supporting multiple sensors for routine and exploratory multi-disciplinary uses.  
While it is not now possible to carry all these sensors at once, the observational suite for Spray includes sensors for: 
temperature, oxygen and nitrate concentration, optical backscatter, chlorophyll fluorescence, dual-frequency 
acoustic backscatter (200 kHz and 1 MHz), acoustic Doppler velocity profiling and, as a result of a project for Mark 
Ohman of SIO, a high-magnification camera to observe and identify zooplankton populations. 

The development of these physical, chemical and biological sensors is not gadgetry, but rather a response to 
longstanding local interdisciplinary interest in the connections between biological productivity and large-scale 
physical ocean processes.  Many of the biophysical sensors installed on Spray support Ohman’s goal of observing 
how physical environmental factors, nutrients and phytoplankton affect the food web, including various functional 

  
Figure 2. The PolyPlus cell has an anode sandwiched between two cathodes. These photos, taken after a 67-day mission in 
the Spring-time California Current, show the most graphic fouling. On the left, string-like fouling (also visible in Fig 1a ) 
covers the cell but was little seen on the electrode surfaces.  
 

 
Fig. 3. PolyPlus seawater battery performance  
 



and taxonomic levels of the zooplankton, on 
time scales of days to years; consequently our 
most multi-sensor glider is called Zooglider. 

We began by looking for commercial cameras 
to collect images of zooplankton and found 
none that would be a very useful plankton 
camera.  Zooglider needed high resolution to 
see taxonomic features for identification and a 
large sampling volume to gather reliable 
results within the time-scales of the population 
variation (hours).  In the end, we adopted the 
old-fashioned approach of experimenting with 
optical components to construct a telecentric 
camera that approached the optimistic design 
specs.  Telecentric cameras (often found in 
shadowgraphs) are designed to be in focus 
over long distances.  This retains high 
resolution over a substantial length of sampling.  As can be seen in Figure 4, ZooCam has a pair of parallel mini-
hulls.  One houses the camera light-source and the other the focal plane and photo-sensors. Light travels between the 
mini-hulls, forming a sampling volume which is shrouded by a housing that traps targets ahead of the beam and 
hides the light beam from most directions.  These functions reduce zooplankton “avoidance” of the sampling region. 

Field tests show that the camera adds drag that slows Spray and makes control less stable, but Zooglider seems 
capable of carrying out missions in a normal way.  Memory to store images is an issue that is being addressed 
initially by processing the images in situ and discarding featureless parts before saving.  Work on using Artificial 
Intelligence to classify and identify imaged creatures is underway. 

The images obtained are interesting and three are presented in Fig 5.  The camera is looking down the lighted 
sample volume.  Flow is coming from the left.  The digital images have, of course, somewhat higher resolution 
before being processed. Some do show the loss of resolution on some targets that are probably near one of the ends 
of the sample volume are which are not quite in focus. 

It is our hope that the ability to sample a segment of the plankton population without ships and nets will be attractive 
to biologists and oceanographers, particularly in population studies where the ability to easily sample in depth and 
time will easily expand sampling.   Discovery seems likely.  

Fig. 5. ZooCam images. Colored lines are length 
scales. Red scale is 15 mm – the target is a large 
copepod. Blue scale is 2 mm – the targets are two 
of five copepods in the image. Yellow scale is 8 mm 
– the target is a chaetognath; the source of the 
apparent “wake” is unimaginable. 

 
Figure 4. Drawing of ZooCam mounted to Spray. 
 



5. PRODUCTION  

The lithium seawater battery project was interrupted by a problem that keeps many ocean instruments from being 
made efficiently and expanding their market.  Analysis led PolyPlus to conclude that the seawater-battery market 
was too small and technical risks ahead were too great to be a good risk.  This analysis confronts all efforts to 
commercialize things like Zooglider.  Even with a large and apparently stable market, Argo float manufacturers are 
cost conscious and chafe at Scripps supplying floats at a competitive price.  We must admit economies of scale will 
work against most ocean-instrument production.  

Most ALPS research and development is government supported and, either directly or indirectly, the government is 
usually the customer.  Neither the government nor universities and research labs take advantage of this cycle.  
Universities seek research funds but do not sell the products they develop.  Government agencies fund R & D 
through branches separate from those that buy the products.  Do these organizational barriers impede completing the 
develop-and-use cycle more efficiently and accomplishing more? 

Our experience is university research-instrument development, consulting with companies on products and helping 
to transition our developments to production.  Sometimes discussions with geeky professors are enough. But 
transitioning working research models of complex instruments is difficult. A few hours consulting and a company-
technician in the developer’s lab for a few weeks are not enough.  Should more universities and institutions consider 
establishing joint educational-commercial laboratories that could specialize in the technical side of ocean instrument 
development and producing commercial instruments from their developments?  This might also support both 
scientific education and education in production engineering. 
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